SUPER G-PLUS™ new performance-plus H.O. scale race cars are engineered to break track records at lightning speeds and with phenomenal handling... and to leave the competition behind.

Each Super G-Plus™ car combines a unique monocoque chassis design, exclusive high energy gravity plus magnets and high density flux collectors for superior performance.

SUPER G-PLUS™... the most authentic Formula One body styles available — all built with the finest detail and decoration ever.

Challenge the exciting AFX® Grand Prix circuits... break all track records with AFX® Super G-Plus.
**SUPER G-PLUS RACING**

**G.P. 1200**

Super Speed and super excitement with Super G-Plus® cars... a challenging Grand Prix circuit. Designed to test the driver on the curves and showcase Super G’s® phenomenal handling.

**ADVERTISED ON TV**

**AFX IS RACING**

**KING OF THE ROAD**

Only from AFX®... high speed AFX® rigs with trailers for exciting truck racing.

---

**SET NO. 20018 CONTAINS**

- 12 Track Sections (12') Including
- Plug In Terminal Track
- PLUS
  - 2 AFX® Super G-Plus® Cars
  - 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
  - UL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak®
  - Track Supports
  - Snap In Guard Rails
  - Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

**SET NO. 20015 CONTAINS**

- 8 Track Sections (8'6''), Including
- Plug In Terminal Track
- PLUS
  - 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
  - 2 AFX® Rigs With Trailers
  - JL/CSA Safety Wall-Pak®
  - 5 Guard Rails
  - Complete Assembly And Maintenance Instructions

From classy chrome corvettes... police cars with overhead flashing lights... racing rigs with trailers... to stock car racing for four... all with proven magnatrax™ speed and super performance on the curves... AFX®... IS RACING.
**Corvette Challenge™**
The perfect introduction to model racing... with chrome corvettes and an easy to drive over-and-under layout.

**Set No. 20066 Contains**
8 Track Sections (6”) Including
- Plug In Terminal Track
- 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
- UL/CSA Safety Wall Pak®
- 2 Chomed Corvettes
- 6 Snap In Guard Rails
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

**Nite Chase America™**
An all-out police chase featuring an AFX® police car with... overhead flashing lights.

**Set No. 20099 Contains**
17 Track Sections (11”) Including
- Plug In Terminal Track
- 2 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
- UL/CSA Safety Wall Pak®
- 1 AFX® Street Car
- 1 AFX® Police Car with Overhead Flashing Lights
- 6 Snap In Guard Rails
- 2 Self Levelling Track Supports
- Diner and Billboard
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions

**4-Lane Racing™ Daytona**
With an exciting new logo and package, AFX® offers the ultimate for the model car buff... AFX® 4-Lane Racing™... featuring four authentic stock cars and a challenging 4-lane circuit that converts to 25 6” of single lane racing.

**Set No. 20048 Contains**
24 Track Sections (12”) Including
- 2 Plug In Terminal Tracks
- 4 Variable Speed Hand Controllers
- UL/CSA Safety Wall Pak® with Plug
- 1 Four Lane Jumper Cable

**AFX® Sock Cars**
- 10 Snap In Guard Rails
- 8 Self Levelling Track Supports
- Complete Assembly and Maintenance Instructions
SUPER G-PLUS™... new performance-plus H.O. scale race cars are engineered to break track records at lightning speeds and with phenomenal handling ... and to leave the competition behind.

Each Super G-Plus™ car combines a unique monocoque chassis design, exclusive high energy gravity plus magnets and high density flux collectors for superior performance.

SUPER G-PLUS™... the most authentic Formula One body styles available— all built with the finest detail and decoration ever.

SUPER G-PLUS™... a must for the pro driver who demands the ultimate from a race car.

SP Fast race cars bring a new dimension of styling and performance to H.O. scale model motoring.

All SP Fast™ cars have special high energy magnets and a low profile chassis for super speed and precision handling.

What's more, each SP Fast™ car is authentically decorated and detailed... a must for the collector of fine H.O. scale race cars.
For added fun and excitement, AFX® offers a wide range of track and accessories to expand any layout. And... to complete the line-up for 1981, Aurora® introduces a range of Fall Guy™ Featured Accessories... including the Fall Guy® Pick-Up Truck... only from AFX®.

**ACCESSORY TRACK**

(A) 2528 - 12" 1/8 Radius  
(B) 2519 - 9" 1/8 Radius  
(C) 2518 - 6" 1/8 Radius

**SPECIALTY TRACK**

(D) 2542 - 10" Straight  
(E) 2517 - 9" Straight  
(F) 2527 - 6" Straight

**TRICK TRACK**  
*Cars Shown Not Included*

2523 90° Intersection  
2501 Wiggle  
2502 Double Criss Cross  
2539 Squeeze

**CONVERSION KITS**

2543 18" Flex Track™

**ACCESSORIES**

1464 STOP-PPOW! CONVERSION KIT  
1463 SPEED SHIFTER CONVERSION KIT  
1470 FLYING CIRCUS CONVERSION KIT

**ACCESSORY KITS**

1460 1472 1481 1482 1483 1484

For Complete List of Track and Accessories See the 1982 Product List.

**FALL GUY® FEATURED**

1971 Fall Guy® Pick Up Truck

**ACCESSORIES**

7013 Fall Guy® Stunt Set I  
7014 Fall Guy® Stunt Set II*  
705 Fall Guy® Stunt Body Set

*Track Shown Not Included
Challenge the obstacles, take the risks of a stunt driver, the spills, the thrills of hazardous driving. Steer, slide, and speed through the track sections, from bare-knuckle racing with 4x4 Speed Steer.
SLOTLESS STUNT RACING

SET NO. 20069 CONTAINS
10 Track Sections (116") Including
• Plug In Terminal Track
PLUS
• UL/GSA Safety
• Wall-Pak® with Flug
• 2 Variable Speed Hand
• Controllers with Steering
• Wheels
• 2 Speed Steer Cars with
• Detachable Jump Ramps
• 3 Obstacle Bash Bars
• Flags
• Complete Assembly and
• Maintenance Instructions

THRILL SHOW™
Put on a Stunt Show...steer through or
• crash through the bash bars...tailgate or
• jump with the jump ramps...steer from lane
to lane...all the excitement of a Slotless
• Stunt Set, AFX® Speed Steer™

AFX SPEED STEER
ACCESSORIES

6276 Conventional Cab w/Aurora Trailer
6207 CJ-7 Jeep
1206 GMC Blazer
6221 Dodge Magnum w/Jump Ramp

6051 15" Straight Track
6059 Breakneck Jump™
6057 Hazard Canyon
Bypass™ with Jumps
6278 GMC Astro
95 with Shell Tanker

6054 3" 1/4 Radius
• Curve Track
6191 Escort "Roadblocker™
• Car
6063 Bash Bars

*For a Complete List of Speed Steer® Cars, Trucks, and Accessories Refer to the 1982 Product List